BUYING GUIDE

ALGOT

Storage across the home

DESIGN

Francis Cayouette

QUALITY

Designed for use throughout
the home. ALGOT shelves are
hardwearing, stain resistant
and easy to keep clean. Brackets are made of high-strength
steel and can support heavy
loads.

SAFETY

Floor-standing solutions with
baskets must be secured to the
wall, unless fitted with castors.
See page 12 in this buying
guide for information about
which frames can be fitted with
castors.
Different wall materials require
different types of fixing devices.
Use fixing devices (sold separately) suitable for the walls in
your home.
Also please note that different
wall materials are able to support different loads of weight.
For instance, walls made of
plaster cannot support as much
weight as walls made of wood,
concrete or brick.
If you have any doubts regarding what kind of walls you have
in your home, how much load
they can carry or how to securely fix ALGOT onto your walls
you must contact a specialised
local dealer for advice.

GOOD-TO-KNOW

Max. load for ALGOT shelves,
second value refers to metal
shelves:
40 cm width
38 depth; 15 kg/20 kg
58 depth; 23 kg/30 kg
60 cm width
38 depth; 22 kg/30 kg
58 depth; 34 kg/45 kg
80 cm width
38 depth; 30 kg/40 kg
58 depth; 46 kg/60 kg

Wherever you need to store things, ALGOT has a solution
that makes every square centimetre count. And a smart design with clean lines means you can optimise storage without
compromising on style.
You can use ALGOT to make both floor-standing and wall
mounted solutions. And with different accessories, ALGOT
is easy to customise to different rooms and situations. From
sorting clothes in the laundry room to organising coats in the
hall and storing tins and jars in the pantry – ALGOT is designed to work across your home.
Brackets, shelves and other accessories simply click into
place, which means assembly is a cinch. It also means ALGOT
can easily adapt and change, just like your life does. Need
more storage in the wardrobe for a new family member?
Add baskets. Want to rearrange your laundry room? Shelves
move easily. Need more workspace? You can use the deepest
ALGOT shelf as a desktop. With ALGOT there’s a solution for
every storage need.

All the products (shown here) may not be available at the store. Please contact the staff
or look at IKEA.my for more information. For more detailed product information,
see the pricetag and the Internet. All units require assembly.
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COMBINATIONS
WALL MOUNTED STORAGE
ALGOT wall upright/shelves/rod.
Overall size: 65×40×196 cm.
This combination RM280 (199.055.69)
Shopping list
ALGOT wall upright 196 cm, white

802.185.33 RM25/pc

2 pcs

ALGOT bracket 38 white

902.185.42 RM15/pc

8 pcs

ALGOT shelf 60×38 white

902.185.56 RM25/pc

4 pcs

ALGOT rod f brackets 60 white

302.185.64 RM10/pc

1 pc

WALL MOUNTED STORAGE
ALGOT wall upright/mesh baskets.
Overall size: 65×41×197 cm.
This combination RM304.70 (492.765.92)
Shopping list
ALGOT wall upright 196 cm, white

802.185.33 RM25/pc

2 pcs

ALGOT bracket 38 cm, white

902.185.42 RM15/pc

8 pcs

ALGOT shelf 60×38 cm, white

902.185.56 RM25/pc

1 pc

ALGOT rod for brackets 60 cm, white

302.185.64 RM10/pc

1 pc

ALGOT pull-out rail for basket, white, 2-p

704.018.72 RM9.90/pc 3 pcs

ALGOT mesh basket, 38×60×14 cm, white

902.185.18 RM20/pc

2 pcs

ALGOT mesh basket, 38×60×29 cm, white

702.185.19 RM30/pc

1 pc

ALGOT wall upright/shelves/box.
Overall size: 68×41×199 cm.
This combination RM528.80 (792.761.85)
Shopping list
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ALGOT Mounting rail 66 cm, white

902.364.85 RM10/pc

1 pc

ALGOT wall upright 196 cm, white

802.185.33 RM25/pc

2 pcs

ALGOT box 38×60×29 cm, white

502.606.65 RM45/pc

2 pcs

ALGOT lid 38×60 cm, white

802.606.40 RM12/pc

2 pcs

ALGOT shelf 60×38 cm, white

902.185.56 RM25/pc

5 pcs

ALGOT bracket 38 cm, white

902.185.42 RM15/pc

14 pcs

ALGOT pull-out rail for basket, white, 2-p

704.018.72 RM9.90/pc 2 pcs

COMBINATIONS
WALL MOUNTED STORAGE
ALGOT wall upright/wire baskets.
Overall size: 66×41×197 cm.
This combination RM384.70 (792.765.95)
Shopping list
ALGOT wall upright 196 cm, white

802.185.33 RM25

2 pcs

ALGOT bracket 38 cm, white

902.185.42 RM15

12 pcs

ALGOT shelf 60×38 cm, white

902.185.56 RM25

3 pcs

ALGOT pull-out rail for bracket, white, 2-p

704.018.72 RM9.90

3 pcs

ALGOT wire basket 38×60×14 cm, white

404.018.64 RM15

2 pcs

ALGOT wire basket 38×60×29 cm, white

904.018.66 RM20

1 pc

ALGOT wall upright/shelves.
Overall size: 66×61×197 cm.
This combination RM285 (999.055.51)
Shopping list
ALGOT wall upright 196 cm, white

802.185.33 RM25/pc

2 pcs

ALGOT bracket 38 cm, white

902.185.42 RM15/pc

6 pcs

ALGOT shelf 60×38 cm, white

902.185.56 RM25/pc

3 pcs

ALGOT bracket 58 cm, white

502.185.44 RM20/pc

2 pcs

ALGOT shelf 60×58 cm, white

902.241.14 RM30/pc

1 pc

ALGOT wall upright/shelves/rod
Overall size: 132×41×199 cm
This combination RM514.80 (992.762.45)
Shopping list
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ALGOT bracket 38 cm, white

902.185.42 RM15/pc

13 pcs

ALGOT mesh basket 38×60×14 cm, white

902.185.18 RM20/pc

3 pcs

ALGOT mounting rail, 66 cm, white

902.364.85 RM10/pc

2 pcs

ALGOT pull-out rail for basket, white, 2-p

704.018.72 RM9.90/pc 2 pcs

ALGOT rod for brackets 60 cm, white

302.185.64 RM10/pc

2 pcs

ALGOT shelf 60×38 cm, white

902.185.56 RM25/pc

5 pcs

ALGOT wall upright 196 cm, white

802.185.33 RM25/pc

3 pcs

COMBINATIONS
WALL MOUNTED STORAGE
ALGOT wall upright/shelves/drying rack
Overall size: 132×41×199 cm
This combination RM589.80 (692.765.29)
Shopping list
ALGOT bracket 38 cm, white

902.185.42 RM15/pc

16 pcs

ALGOT drying rack 60 cm, white

702.185.62 RM25/pc

1 pc

ALGOT mesh basket 38×60×29 cm, white

702.185.19 RM30/pc

2 pcs

ALGOT mounting rail 66 cm, white

902.364.85 RM10/pc

2 pcs

ALGOT pull-out rail for basket, white, 2-p

704.018.72 RM9.90/pc 2 pcs

ALGOT shelf 60×38 cm, white

902.185.56 RM25/pc

6 pcs

ALGOT wall upright 196 cm, white

802.185.33 RM25/pc

3 pcs

ALGOT wall upright/shelves/drying rack.
Overall size: 132×61×199 cm.
This combination RM380 (999.055.89)
Shopping list
ALGOT mounting rail 66 cm, white

902.364.85 RM10/pc

2 pcs

ALGOT wall upright 196 cm, white

802.185.33 RM25/pc

3 pcs

ALGOT bracket 38 cm, white

902.185.42 RM15/pc

6 pcs

ALGOT shelf 60×38 cm, white

902.185.56 RM25/pc

2 pcs

ALGOT drying rack 60 cm, white

702.185.62 RM25/pc

1 pc

ALGOT bracket 58 cm, white

502.185.44 RM20/pc

3 pcs

ALGOT shelf 60×58 cm, white

902.241.14 RM30/pc

2 pcs

ALGOT wall upright/shelves.
Overall size: 132×41×199 cm.
This combination RM475 (599.302.08)
Shopping list
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ALGOT mounting rail 66 cm, white

902.364.85 RM10/pc

2 pcs

ALGOT wall upright 196 cm, white

802.185.33 RM25/pc

3 pcs

ALGOT bracket 38 cm, white

902.185.42 RM15/pc

12 pcs

ALGOT shelf 60×38 cm, white

902.185.56 RM25/pc

8 pcs

COMBINATIONS
BASKET AND FRAME STORAGE
ALGOT frame/3 boxes/top shelf.
Overall size: 41×60×78 cm.
This combination RM251 (692.761.76)
Shopping list
ALGOT frame 70 cm, white

104.018.70 RM60/pc 1 pc

ALGOT top shelf for frame 41×55 cm, white

402.283.36 RM35/pc 1 pc

ALGOT castor, white, 4-p

402.185.25 RM15/pc 1 pc

ALGOT box 38×60×14 cm, white

102.606.67 RM30/pc 2 pcs

ALGOT box 38×60×29 cm, white

502.606.65 RM45/pc 1 pc

ALGOT lid 38×60 cm, white

802.606.40 RM12/pc 3 pcs

ALGOT frame/5 boxes/top shelf.
Overall size: 41×60×105 cm.
This combination RM328 (492.761.82)
Shopping list
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ALGOT frame 100 cm, white

504.018.68 RM80/pc 1 pc

ALGOT top shelf for frame 41×55 cm, white

402.283.36 RM35/pc 1 pc

ALGOT box 38×60×14 cm, white

102.606.67 RM30/pc 4 pcs

ALGOT box 38×60×29 cm, white

502.606.65 RM45/pc 1 pc

ALGOT lid 38×60 cm, white

802.606.40 RM12/pc 4 pcs

COMBINATIONS
BASKET AND FRAME STORAGE
ALGOT frame/6 mesh baskets/top shelf
Overall size: 41×60×105 cm
This combination RM235 (892.762.98)
Shopping list
ALGOT frame 100 cm, white

504.018.68 RM80/pc 1 pc

ALGOT top shelf for frame 41×55 cm, white

402.283.36 RM35/pc 1 pc

ALGOT mesh basket 38×60×14 cm, white

902.185.18 RM20/pc 6 pcs

ALGOT frame with rod/mesh baskets.
Overall size: 41×60×174 cm.
This combination RM190 (092.763.82)
Shopping list
ALGOT frame with rod 100 cm, white

902.191.36 RM50/pc 1 pc

ALGOT frame 70 cm, white

104.018.70 RM60/pc 1 pc

ALGOT mesh basket 38×60×14 cm, white

902.185.18 RM20/pc 4 pcs

ALGOT frame/wire baskets/rod.
Overall size: 81-101×60×174 cm.
This combination RM280 (792.763.31)
Shopping list
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ALGOT frame 100 cm, white

504.018.68 RM80/pc 1 pc

ALGOT frame 70 cm, white

104.018.70 RM60/pc 1 pc

ALGOT Rod for frame 40-60 cm, white

802.400.77 RM10/pc 1 pc

ALGOT wire basket 38×60×14 cm, white

404.018.64 RM15/pc 6 pcs

ALGOT wire basket 38×60×29 cm, white

904.018.66 RM20/pc 2 pcs

COMBINATIONS
BASKET AND FRAME STORAGE
ALGOT frame/mesh baskets/rod.
Overall size: 203-243×60×105 cm.
This combination RM725 (292.764.04)
Shopping list
ALGOT frame 100 cm, white

504.018.68 RM80/pc 3 pcs

ALGOT top shelf for frame, 41×55 cm, white

402.283.36 RM35/pc 3 pcs

ALGOT mesh basket 38×60×14 cm, white

902.185.18 RM20/pc 18 pcs

ALGOT Rod for frame 40-60 cm, white

802.400.77 RM10/pc 2 pcs

ALGOT frame/mesh basket/rod.
Overall size: 122-142×60×206 cm.
This combination RM580 (092.763.01)
Shopping list
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ALGOT frame 100 cm, white

504.018.68 RM80/pc 2 pcs

ALGOT frame with rod 100 cm, white

902.191.36 RM50/pc 2 pcs

ALGOT mesh basket 38×60×14 cm, white

902.185.18 RM20/pc 12 pcs

ALGOT rod for frame 40-60 cm, white

802.400.77 RM10/pc 1 pc

ALGOT top shelf for frame 41×55 cm, white

402.283.36 RM35/pc 2 pcs

HOW TO PLAN
What do you want to store?
When planning for storage in your home, start by asking
yourself what you need to store. Do you need somewhere
to hang your clothes, store your bed linen or towels?
Perhaps you need bookshelves or baskets to store your
hats and gloves? ALGOT can offer many different storage
solutions throughout your home.

Ready-made or tailor-made?
You can choose one of our ready-made combinations or
you can design your own tailor-made ALGOT storage solution. Start by taking a look at the ready-made combinations included in this buying guide. Our in-store sales staff
can help you compile a picking list of your chosen combination to guide you through the Self-Serve area and they can
also inform you about other services such as pick-up and
home delivery services.

How much space do you have?
Before you start to plan your new storage solution, find out
what space you have to work with. Sketch out your working
space, taking measurements from the floor to the ceiling
and between the walls. Make a note of any window or door
that might affect the size of your storage solution, take
detailed measurements and make allowments for opening
and closing doors. Don’t forget to take into account any
radiators, pipes, ventilation or other features that could affect your storage solution.

Please note: You can find a wider selection of ALGOT
combinations on the IKEA website. You can also plan your
combinations by using our Planner online or instore.

TIP: How to calculate the width of
a tailor-made solution?
If you are planning your wall mounted storage solution
yourself, you need to allow for 2.6 cm for the width of the
outer wall uprights and 1.6 cm for each centre wall upright
(since the shelves overlap the centre wall upright). You
must also add the width of the shelves or accessories you
have chosen.
Widths of shelves and accessories
40 cm (shelves)
60 cm (shelves, baskets, drying rack, shoe organiser,
trouser hanger, rod for brackets)
80 cm (shelves)
122 cm (drying rack)

60
2.6

2.6

Example no 1
2.6+60+2.6= 65.2 cm

Quick calculation guide
1 wall uprights +0 cm
2 wall uprights +5.2 cm
3 wall uprights +6.8 cm
4 wall uprights +8.4 cm

IMPORTANT!

60

When installing a wall mounted ALGOT solution follow the assembly instructions that come with the wall
uprights to ensure you get the correct distance between
drilling holes.

2.6

60
1.6

60
1.6

Example no 2
2.6+60+1.6+60+1.6+60+2.6= 188.4 cm
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HOW TO BUILD
WALL MOUNTED STORAGE
1
2

8

CLICK

7

CLICK
4

6

3

Note! Screws and any other fixing devices you might need to fix
your solution securely to the wall
(e.g. wall plugs) are not included.

5

CLICK

Different wall materials require different types of fixing devices. FIXA
260-piece screw and plug set can
be used for walls made of wood,
plaster, concrete and brick, sold
separately.

4

CLICK
1. Install ALGOT mounting rail on the wall to help you
hang the wall uprights evenly and with the right spacing
between them. Use countersunk screws with a 4 mm diameter (screw head max. 7 mm). You will need 3 screws
for the 66 cm, 4 screws for the 88 cm and 7 screws for
the 190 cm long mounting rail.

4. Click the shelves, shoe organisers, drying racks and/or
other accessories into the brackets. Use different
bracket depths to hold up to three shoe organisers: a
38 cm deep bracket holds two and a 58 cm deep bracket
holds three.
5. Click ALGOT pull-out rail for baskets into the brackets
where you want to have baskets. Install the fittings and
slide the basket into the pull-out rail.

2. Hang the wall uprights from the mounting rail, space
them and then secure them to the wall. Use roundheaded screws with a 4-4.5 mm diameter (screw head
max. 9 mm). You will need 3 screws for the 56 cm, 4
screws for the 84 cm and 8 screws for the 196 cm high
wall upright.

6. Click ALGOT rack with 4 hooks into a bracket to hang
things on the ends of your ALGOT wall mounted storage solution. Use one rack or several, max. three can be
mounted in a row in the deepest ALGOT bracket, 58 cm.

3. Click brackets into ALGOT wall uprights wherever you
want to have a shelf or accessories like a basket or shoe
organiser. One bracket holds two ALGOT shelves or
other accessories. Brackets and shelves come in two different depths: 38 and 58 cm. Shelves also come in three
different widths: 40, 60 and 80 cm. See the front cover
of this buying guide for all ALGOT shelving max. loads.

7. Place the cover strips on top of each bracket to keep
shelves and accessories firmly in place and give a clean
finish.
8. Accessories with bracket you click right into ALGOT wall
upright, no separate brackets required. In above example you’ll see ALGOT triple hook with bracket.

For this combination you need:

+

mounting rail

+

wall
uprights

+

brackets

+

shelves

rods
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+

+

+

rails for
baskets

mesh baskets

=

shoe organisers

HOW TO BUILD
BASKET AND FRAME STORAGE WITH CASTORS

2
4

1

3

1. Choose the 70 cm frame or storage bag with stand to
create a combination with castors. Note, for safety’s
sake, these are the only frames that can have castors.
Do not add castors to these frames if they are stacked
with another frame.

3. Add castors. For safety’s sake, add tip-over protectors
(included with castors) on the two front castors of the
70 cm frame.
4. Add wire and/or mesh baskets, available in two different heights: 14 and 29 cm. Use the pull-out stop fittings
(included with each basket) to keep baskets in place and
moving smoothly.

2. Add ALGOT top shelf on top of the frame for extra storage space.

For this combination you need:

+
frame 70 cm high

+
top shelf for
frame

+
mesh basket

+
mesh baskets
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=
castors

HOW TO BUILD
BASKET AND FRAME STORAGE WITHOUT CASTORS

2
3

5

CLICK

1
6

4

1. Choose your frames, available in 70 cm, 100 cm and
100 cm with rod. Use clips (included with frames) to attach one frame on top of another.

5. Adjust the distance of the frames from the wall using
the fittings (included with frames) before you secure the
frames to the wall. All frames must be secured to the
wall for safety, regardless of whether you stack them
on top of each other or use them individually. The only
exception is the 100 cm frame with rod, which may be
used without securing if it is not stacked with another
frame.

2. Add ALGOT top shelf on top of the frame for extra storage space.
3. Click ALGOT rod for frame in place. It extends between
40 and 60 cm.
4. You can adjust the feet on the frame to make sure it’s
level.

6. Add wire and/or mesh baskets, available in two different heights: 14 and 29 cm. Use the pull-out stop fittings
included with each basket to keep baskets in place and
moving smoothly.

For this combination you need:

+
frames 70 cm
high

+
frame 100 cm
high

+
frame 100 cm
high with rod

+
rod for
frame

+
Top shelves
for frames
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+
mesh baskets

=
mesh baskets

ALL PARTS AND PRICES
WALL MOUNTED STORAGE

ALGOT drying rack. White.
60×38 cm

702.185.62 RM25

ALGOT mounting rail. White.
66 cm

902.364.85 RM10

88 cm

902.185.37 RM15

190 cm

702.364.86 RM20

ALGOT shoe organiser. White.
60 cm

ALGOT wall upright. White.
56 cm

902.301.86 RM10

84 cm

602.185.34 RM15

196 cm

802.185.33 RM25

802.185.66 RM15

ALGOT trouser hanger. White.
60×38 cm

402.185.68 RM30

ALGOT rod for brackets. White.
40 cm

403.258.65 RM8

60 cm

302.185.64 RM10

80 cm

803.258.68 RM12

ALGOT bracket. White.
38 cm

902.185.42 RM15

58 cm

502.185.44 RM20

BASKET AND FRAME STORAGE
ALGOT frame. White.

Shelves and accessories for use with 2 wall uprights
and brackets.

Height 70 cm

104.018.70 RM60

ALGOT shelf. White.
40×38 cm. Max. load 15 kg

702.185.57 RM15

40×58 cm. Max. load 23 kg

302.238.29 RM20

60×38 cm. Max. load 22 kg

902.185.56 RM25

60×58 cm. Max. load 34 kg

902.241.14 RM30

80×38 cm. Max. load 30 kg

602.185.53 RM35

80×58 cm. Max. load 46 kg

602.185.29 RM40

ALGOT frame. White.
Height 100 cm

504.018.68 RM80

ALGOT frame with rod. White.
Height 100 cm

902.191.36 RM50

ALGOT shelf. Metal white.
40×38 cm. Max. load 20 kg

402.185.92 RM20

40×58 cm. Max. load 30 kg

802.283.39 RM25

60×38 cm. Max. load 30 kg

402.185.87 RM30

60×58 cm. Max. load 45 kg

502.232.44 RM35

80×38 cm. Max. load 40 kg

502.185.96 RM40

80×58 cm. Max. load 60 kg

502.186.00 RM45

ALGOT top shelf for frame. White.
41×55 cm

402.283.36 RM35

ALGOT rod for frame. White.
40-60 cm

802.400.77 RM10

ALGOT castor. White.
4 pack

ALGOT new pull-out rail for baskets. White. 2 pack.
40 cm

704.018.72 RM9.90

ALGOT mesh basket. White.
38×60×14 cm. Max. load 6 kg

902.185.18 RM20

38×60×29 cm. Max. load 13 kg

702.185.19 RM30

ALGOT new wire basket. White.
38×60×14 cm. Max. load 6 kg

404.018.64 RM15

38×60×29 cm. Max. load 13 kg

904.018.66 RM20

ALGOT box. White.
38×60×14 cm/20 l

102.606.67 RM30

38×60×29 cm/45 l

502.606.65 RM45

ALGOT lid. white.
38×60 cm

802.606.40 RM12
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402.185.25 RM15

ALL PARTS AND PRICES
ACCESSORIES

Living room

Peg board

KUGGIS box with lid. 37×54×21 cm.
SKÅDIS pegboard 56×56 cm. White.
303.208.06 RM79

White

402.802.06 RM69

Light green

904.083.49 RM69

KUGGIS box with lid. 18×26×8 cm.
White

302.802.02 RM19.90

Light green

804.083.40 RM19.90

KUGGIS box with lid. 26×35×8 cm.
SKÅDIS connector for ALGOT. White. 4 pack.
803.358.86 RM10

White

202.823.05 RM29.90

Light green

504.083.46 RM29.90

KUGGIS box with lid. 26×35×15 cm.

SKÅDIS letter holder. White.
703.208.14 RM10

White

902.802.04 RM39.90

Light green

204.083.43 RM39.90

KUGGIS insert with 8 compartments.

SKÅDIS container with lid. White, 3-p.

White

802.802.09 RM30

Light green

304.083.52 RM30

Home office

403.359.11 RM50

TJENA storage box with lid. 18×25×15 cm.

SKÅDIS clip. White, 2-p.
703.216.15 RM15

Black

902.385.35 RM22.90

Natural

302.385.38 RM19.90

White

502.385.42 RM22.90

BUMERANG trouser/skirt hanger. Max W35 cm.
402.404.04 RM3.90

STUK storage case. 55×51×18 cm.
203.095.74 RM34.90

STUK storage case. 34×51×28 cm.
203.096.87 RM29.90

STUK storage case. 71×51×18 cm.
White/grey

503.954.81 RM8.90

White

503.954.24 RM12.90

Black

203.954.87 RM12.90

White

203.954.25 RM17.90

White/black/pink

903.982.13 RM17.90

Black

903.954.79 RM17.90

TJENA magazine file. 2 pack.

BUMERANG shoulder shaper for hanger.
30×25 cm.
White
902.932.73 RM2

White/grey

603.982.19 RM8.90

Black

TJENA storage box with lid. 25×35×20 cm.

BUMERANG hanger. 8-p, W43 cm.

White/grey

303.954.20 RM8.90

White/black/pink

TJENA storage box with lid. 25×35×10 cm.

Bedroom and hallway

Chrome-plated

White

303.095.78 RM39.90
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White

903.954.17 RM14.90

Pink/black

303.982.11 RM14.90

Black

703.954.75 RM14.90

ALL PARTS AND PRICES
ACCESSORIES

KLÄMTARE box with lid. Dark grey.

Kitchen and pantry

27×45×15 cm

302.923.61 RM39.90

58×45×30 cm

902.923.63 RM59

KNAGGLIG box. Pine.
23×31×15 cm

502.923.60 RM29.90

46×31×25 cm

902.923.58 RM49.90

Lighting
STÖTTA LED ceiling/wall lamp. 4 pcs AA batteries
required.
302.872.32 RM49.90

SORTERA waste sorting bin with lid. White.
39×55×28 cm/37 litre

902.558.98 RM49.90

39×55×45 cm/60 litre

102.559.01 RM69

Garage, cellar and attic
SOCKERBIT box. White.
19×26×15 cm

703.161.81 RM5.90

SOCKERBIT box with lid. White.
19×26×15 cm

703.160.63 RM7.90

38×25×15 cm

503.160.64 RM12.90

38×51×30 cm

003.160.66 RM29.90

SAMLA box. Transparent.
28×19×14 cm/5 litre

601.808.85 RM6

39×28×14 cm/11 litre

101.809.39 RM10

39×28×28 cm/22 litre

901.809.40 RM20

56×39×28 cm/45 litre

701.809.41 RM25

56×39×42 cm/65 litre

501.809.42 RM50

SAMLA insert. For 11 and 22 l box 37×25×12 cm.
Transparent

701.808.75 RM10

SAMLA lid. Transparent.
For 5 litre box

101.808.83 RM4

For 11 and 22 litre box

801.809.45 RM5

For 45/65 litre box

601.809.46 RM10
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ALL PARTS AND PRICES
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